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Background: 

The 2nd French Armoured Division, like US Armoured Divisions, operated in three combat units, though a 

fourth was being formed. One of these commands, and its operations around Dompaire, is the focus of this 

Spearhead scenario.  

The French 2nd Armoured Division had, by 1944, a long combat history. It contained a large number of 

veterans and had by this stage of the war earned a high reputation under Leclerc's command. The division was 

composed, to a large extent, from volunteers from African colonial units. It also included more recent volunteers 

as a result of the advance through France, no doubt full of élan. 

By early September 1944 Haislip's American XV Corps was advancing forward against the German 64th Corps 

with the aim of pushing them back over the Moselle. Leading the advance was the French 2nd Armoured 

Division under command of General Jacques Leclerc. Simultaneously the Germans planned to use their 

bridgehead west of the Moselle for a counter attack against the southern flank of the 3rd US Army. To this end 

the Germans moved by rail Panzer Brigade 112 to Epinal which is near to Dompaire, and Panzer Brigade 111 to 

Remiremont.   

While American forces engaged the German 16th Infantry division from the front Groupment Tactique 

Langlade, a French Combat Command under command of Colonel Paul Girot de Langlade, had penetrated a gap 

in the German line and side stepped the German 16th Infantry Division. Now, behind the German front line, 

Langlade posed a significant threat to the German positions west of the Moselle. On the 12th of September 

Langlade captured Vittel, then pushed deeper behind the German lines. While Langlade advanced German 

forces, who as described previously, had been gathered for a drive west were now tasked with retaking Vittel. 

The selected formation was Panzer Brigade 112 which was one of several new Panzer formations that had been 

raised and dispatched to the western front. Unlike the divisions that had retreated across France, and were now 

reforming, the Panzer Brigades were new formations. They were tank heavy which, on paper at least, had 

considerable striking power being heavily reinforced. However, they were poorly trained and untested in 

combat. Further, they were deployed in concentrated formations more suited to operations on the Russian front 

than the western front, where the allies had almost complete air supremacy. All these factors would affect the 

performance of Panzer Brigade 112 in the battle around Dompaire. 

On the 12th of September Panzer Brigade 112 moved out from the town of Epinal, in two columns, toward 

Vittel. The first column consisted of a Panther battalion and a Panzer Grenadier battalion with limited artillery 

support. This formation arrived at Dompaire on the evening of the 12th. It was supported by Panzer Brigade 

112's second column. This consisted of the brigade's second panzer battalion, which was equipped with Panzer 

IV tanks, along with an additional panzer grenadier battalion. This column took a different route and on the 12th 

arrived at Darney. For our purposes these two columns are referred to as Panzer Brigade 112(1) and Panzer 

Brigade 112(2) respectively.  

Meanwhile, Langlade’s command, having as noted above seized the town of Vittel on 12th September, 

continued east in three battalion sized task forces. They deployed that night just short of the villages of 

Dompaire and Damas. The latter being a small hamlet south east of Dompaire. Langlade set up his command 

post at Vielle-sur-Illon and his three battalions were distributed around Vielle-sur-Illon and the area south west 

of the village.  

The three battalions making up Langlade's command were composed of units drawn from several battalions. 

These included mechanised infantry from the Regiment de Marche du Tchade as well as tanks from two 
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separate battalions. These were the 12e Regiment de Chasseurs and the 501e Regiment de Chars de Combat. In 

addition several supporting units were available including elements of Regiment Blinde de Fusiliers Marins 

equipped with M10 tank destroyers. Interestingly, this unit was formed in 1943 by volunteers from the French 

fleet. As mentioned previously the elements were organised into three battalion sized task forces. Langlade 

retained a battalion sized force under his personal command which was deployed around Vielle-sur-Illon, the 

two others were known as Group Massu and Group Minjonnet. 

A fourth group, Group Putz, was in divisional reserve and formed part of a different tactical group. Group Putz 

was placed under Langlade's command in the evening of September 13th, around 9pm and arrived in the area of 

Dompaire on the 14th, after the main battle. 

Langlade was also well served by French locals who supplied him with detailed information on German troop 

movements in his area. By late evening on the 12th of September he was well aware that the two formations 

were acting independently and the nearest, Panzer Brigade 112(1) was deployed poorly, around the village of 

Dompaire and the smaller hamlets of Lamerey and Madonnne. He therefore decided to attack the following 

morning. 

The Historical Battle: 

While there was some minor engagement of the two forces on the evening of the 12th the main battle started 

around 8am on the 13th of September as French forces moved into position around Dompaire. 

Langlade took advantage of the poorly sited German units and seized a number of well sited positions 

overlooking the village of Dompaire. No doubt aware of the loss of these critical positions to French forces, 

German troops attempted to regain the initiative. The fighting erupted around the east of Dompaire as German 

Panther tanks attempted to move south. M10 tank destroyers, supported by accurate and sustained artillery fire 

stopped this initial advance. 

This in turn was followed by air strikes by American P-47s against Panthers strung out throughout the villages. 

While the air attacks during the day were to account for a considerable number of tank losses the anti-aircraft 

fire by the German forces were also considerable. 

Undercover of the air attacks French forces moved around behind the town of Dompaire so that the Germans 

were engaged from three directions. Further air strikes occurred around 1100 hours as French forces entered 

Dompaire. The German commander at Dompaire requested support from the second column of Panzer Brigade 

112 as his inexperienced troops struggled to contain the French advance. 

Around 1330 hours Langlade, located at Vielle-sur-Illon, was warned of advancing German forces. This was 

Panzer Brigade 112 second column consisting of Panzer IVs and further infantry. An adhoc French force was 

gathered and hastily deployed. This scratch force was able, with some determination, to delay the advancing 

German force which was committed to battle in what can only be described as a disorderedly attack. 

Meanwhile, further poorly German counter attacks and breakouts from Dompaire continued throughout the 

afternoon. They however only resulted in further casualties with little gain. French deployment and close 

cooperation between ground and air elements caused considerable damage. 

As night closed in the battle petered out. German casualties were high and the Panzer Brigade 112 was a 

shambles. For example the Panther battalion which fielded some 45 Panther tanks at the start of the day had 

only four operational vehicles by evening. The battle of Dompaire had been a German disaster. However, it 

could equally have been a disaster for the French. 
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Wargaming Dompaire: 

The following player briefings provide sufficient information and material for wargaming the action using the 

Spearhead miniature rules. The briefings are customised for the German and French players respectively. 

Players should only have access to their own briefing, creating a degree of confusion and fog of war. 

The map included with this scenario is designed to represent key features of the area and the battle. The map is 

not authoritative. However, general terrain placement is important for scenario balance and the map should be 

used where possible.  

The village of Dompaire is represented by two town sectors, while Vielle-sur-Illon, Lavieville & Lamerey are 

represented by single town sectors. For the purposes of this scenario the villages are considered relatively open 

and troops within them can potentially suffer greater casualties from artillery attack. Therefore, 105mm guns 

firing at villages suppress targets on a 10-12. Refer to the Spearhead rule book section 11.5. 

For this scenario the French player may direct air strikes at town sectors. To achieve this an AGC must be able 

to spot a town sector and can then request air support using normal rules. If successful the air sortie attacks all 

stands within a sector once and suppresses a stand on an 11 or 12. All other air support rules apply. 

Damas is an even smaller hamlet, it can be occupied by only one stand, counting as spotting and combat cover. 

It blocks visibility to troops on the same level. 

Fields are enclosed by hedges that give spotting cover to all stands and count as light cover for infantry engaged 

by direct fire. Fields block visibility for troops on the same level. 

Any stand crossing a stream has 2" movement penalty applied.  

In this battle some stands can be dropped off. Generally, stands dropped off must remain where they are placed. 

Alternately some stands can either stay where they are deployed or move back within command radius. The 

specific requirements are detailed within the player briefings. 

Play testing of this scenario indicated a special rule for jeeps is useful. All jeep stands are spotted and fired on as 

infantry stands, with a DEF 5, if they move 6 inches or less. If however, they move greater than 6 inches in the 

turn they are spotted as, and fired on as, vehicles. Without this rule French jeep stands will quickly become 

game casualties and adversely affect French battalion morale. 

The Advanced Morale Rules, detailed in section 14, should be used for this scenario. 

Finally, the forces available at Dompaire, while heavily based on French sources, have been tuned to increase 

play balance. Examples are the amalgamation of German anti-tank guns and artillery as well as the over 

representation of a very limited number of French 76mm armed Shermans. In the latter case a stand represented 

by a 76mm Sherman actually models a mix of 75mm and 76mm armed vehicles. Likewise, German anti-aircraft 

weapons are possibly over represented. Sources for these weapons are somewhat unclear on actual strengths and 

weapon types, though 20mm weapons are mentioned. 

The following map is designed for play on a 6' x 4' table. The grid is therefore marked out at using a scale of 12" 

per grid line. 
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French Player Briefing: 

This section is the French player briefing and should only be viewed by the French player.  

The following forces are available. 

Langlade Group Headquarters, with: 

Regimental Headquarters, with 

RHQ: 1- Jeep/Truck 

Recon: 1 - Jeep (.50cal) 

Support: 1 - Rifle stand, dismounted 

Regimental Assets, with: 

Gun Company, with: 

1 - M4 Sherman (105mm) 

Gun Company, with: 

1 - M7 Priest 

Langlade's Battalion Group, with: 

Recon: 1 - Jeep (.50cal) 

1 – Medium Tank Company, with: 

3 - Shermans (75mm) 

1 - Sherman (76mm) 

1 - Light Tank Company, with: 

2 - M5 Light Tanks 

1 - Infantry Company, with: 

3 - Infantry stands in halftracks 

1 - Support Company, with: 

1 - 57mm ATG and halftrack 

Group Massu, with: 

Battalion Headquarters, with: 

HQ: 1- M3 Halftrack 

Recon: 1 - Jeep (.50cal) 

1 – Medium Tank Company, with: 

3 - Shermans (75mm) 

1 - Sherman (76mm) 

2 - Infantry Companies, each with: 

3 - Infantry stands in halftracks 

1- Support Company with: 

1 - Halftrack (81mm) 

1 - Halftrack (HMG) 

1 - 57mm ATG and halftrack 

1 - M7 Priest   

Group Minjonnet, with: 

Battalion Headquarters, with: 

HQ: 1- Sherman 

Recon: 1 – Jeep (.50cal) 

1 – Medium Tank Company, with: 

3 - Shermans (75mm) 

1 - Sherman (76mm) 

1 - Infantry Company, with: 

3 - Infantry stands in halftracks 

1 - Support Company, with: 

1 - 57mm ATG and halftrack 

Divisional Assets: 
1 - American Artillery Battalion off table, with: 
1 - FAO 
3 - 105mm towed guns 
1- American Tactical Air Controller with: 
1 - AGC (actually in an unarmed Sherman) 
1- French Tank Destroyer Gun Company, with: 
3 - M10 Tank Destroyers  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Intelligence: 

German forces in the area consist of a Panther battalion, and associated Panzer Grenadiers of Panzer Brigade 

112(1). They are deployed between Lavieville, Dompaire, Lamerey and Damas, in a valley and without having 

secured the high ground commanding the valley. Their positions are not ideal and reflect poor quality troops. A 

small force is north of the main positions, off table, in the town of Madonne. There is some risk of them re-

joining the main body and would likely do so by arrival at point "A" during the battle. 

Additional forces from a second column may arrive later in the day. It is therefore imperative that the village of 

Vielle-sur-Illon is held to block this force. Vielle-sur-Illon sits directly on the axis of advance for any German 
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forces arriving from the direction of Darney. A scratch force is available for the defence of Vielle-sur-Illon and 

it is likely that this force, when well positioned, will be able to hold this position against any attack from this 

direction. 

Deployment: 

French forces are attacking and are deployed on and off table depending on the battalion and the French players 

preference modified as follows. 

Langlade's battalion, along with Langlade's regimental headquarters, is deployed on table in the area of Vielle-

sur-Illon. It has reserve orders. In addition up to one French battalion may be held in reserve off table. The 

remaining battalion may initially be off table with attack or timed orders, or on table with the battalion HQ 

within 16 inches of Vielle-sur-Illon with defend, attack or timed orders. 

Off-table troops may enter anywhere along the French entry zone marked on the map, they must have their entry 

point noted prior to the game. Up to one battalion may flank march, using American flank march factors, in the 

area marked "French flank march area". 

Langlade remained at Vielle-sur-Illon for much of the battle. Therefore, his battalion may be placed in reserve 

as noted above. Should the battalion move from Vielle-sur-Illon a token force must be dropped off to defend the 

town. This force is tasked with holding up advanced elements of Panzer Brigade 112(2) and prevented this 

formation playing any significant part in the battle. At the time the battalion moves a dropped off force is 

determined. The force dropped off must consist of at least the regimental recon jeep stand, the dismounted 

infantry stand and a 57mm anti-tank gun. It may include additional stands if desired. The above stands must be 

placed within Vielle-sur-Illon or in the outskirts facing Panzer Brigade 112(2)'s potential entry points at the start 

of the game. Additional stands can be deployed within Vielle-sur-Illon or within 4” of Vielle-sur-Illon. These 

stands must garrison the town and outskirts for the entire game. They can retire into the outskirts or town of 

Vielle-sur-Illon. No other movement is allowed. Troops dropped off at Vielle-sur-Illon are treated as a separate 

battalion for morale purposes. Both they, and Langlade's battalion, must have their battalion break points 

recalculated based on the remaining stands. 

The German units around Dompaire were poorly deployed. To represent this the German player positions his 

battalion HQ stands and four fighting stands from each of his main fighting battalions prior to the French player 

drawing his command arrows. Then the French player draws his command arrows and plots up to one turns of 

pre-programmed indirect fire. Then all additional German stands are placed on the table. The French player then 

selects a two German vehicle stands and two non-vehicle stands and attempts to reposition them. If he rolls a 3-

6 on a D6 the attempt is successful, with each stand being rolled separately. The French player can position the 

stand 6” from its original location, including having them out of command range. The German player may select 

the stands rotation. 

Initiative: 

French forces receive a +1 on all initiative rolls as if they were American. 

Order Change: 

Treat the French forces as American for all order changes. 

Morale: 

One Battalion is rated as veteran, two as regular. The French player may select which battalion is veteran. 
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M10 Gun Company: 

The M10 Gun Company may be attached out as one company, or as was done historically, by platoon. The 

M10's operated very efficiently in the battle. To represent this M10 stands recover suppression as if veterans 

irrespective of which battalion they are attached to. 

Artillery Support: 

The French artillery played a critical part in the battle and was feared by the Germans more than the air strikes. 

Artillery is provided in two parts, regimental and divisional. Regimental consists of a Priest and Sherman armed 

with 105mm howitzer. These can be attached to one or two battle groups using normal on-table attachment 

procedures. Historically Group Massau had a number of Priests attached to it, this is further represented by an 

M7 Priest with this group. Priests, while attached to the battalions for support and battalion size purposes, can 

be dropped off off-table. 

Divisional artillery includes a battalion of towed 105mm guns. They were actually part of a US artillery group 

and are off table and have one on table FAO. The French player has sufficient ammunition for 14 turns of fire 

for this battalion. One turn may be pre-programmed. The advanced American artillery requests roll rule applies 

thus, removing any penalty for having the off-table battalion in general support. 

Air Support: 

Historically there were some four air strikes in support of Langlade's command. Each strike consisted of some 

six aircraft. Therefore, air support for the scenario consists of six sorties of P-47 ground attack aircraft armed 

with rockets, bombs or cannons. Six sortie weapon loads are determined by the French player prior to the game 

and the sortie type selected depending on the mission at the time of the sortie. Use American artillery response 

for air support requests. The AGC can be in general support and does not receive a -1 modifier. 

The air support rules allow air support to continue to attack stands of a spotted battalion even after the AGC can 

no longer spot targets. To represent the cloud cover on the day, especially in the morning, air attacks must be re 

requested by the AGC after two sorties. Only one sortie can be on table in any one turn.  

The AGC is may move up to 9" per turn but is always spotted as infantry. 

Game Length and Victory Conditions: 

The battle of Dompaire starts around 8am and continues until the end of the 6pm turn, giving a total of 20 game 

turns. However, the achievement of victory conditions prior to this can reduce the length of the game. 

The French objective is the destruction of the major combat elements of Panzer Brigade 112(1). Capturing 

terrain is of no particular importance, except in assisting with the destruction of Panzer Brigade 112(1). Any 

breakout by Panzer Brigade 112(1), in an attempt to link up with Panzer Brigade 112(2), will likewise prevent 

the destruction of Panzer Brigade 112(1). Should elements of Panzer Brigade 112(2) arrive in the area of the 

battle these should be delayed while the main objective is achieved. The holding of Vielle-sur-Illon is likely to 

assist with this as it sits astride the route of any advance of Panzer Brigade 112(2). 

To claim victory the French must break both the German Panzer battalion and Panzer Grenadier battalion of 

Panzer Brigade 112(1). If this is achieved, without two French battalions having to test morale, the French 

player may claim an immediate victory. This is the only way the French may claim victory. 

If the French player cannot claim a victory one of two things will have occurred. These are: 

 The Germans have achieved their victory conditions at some point in the game and can claim an 

immediate victory or, 

 The game has reached the end of turn 20 and neither side has claimed an automatic victory. In this case 

a the game is considered a draw  
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German Player Briefing: 

This section is the German player briefing and should only be viewed by the German player.  

The following forces are available. 

Panzer Brigade 112(1), with: 

Regimental HQ, with: 

HQ: Kubelwagon/truck 

FLAK: 1 - Mobelwagon 

1 SP Gun Company with: 

3 - JadgPanzer IV (75mm/L48) or Stugs III 

1 - Towed Gun Company, with: 

1 - 88mm PAK 43 

Towed Artillery Battery, with: 

1 - 105mm howitzer 

Panzer Battalion, with: 

Battalion Headquarters with: 

HQ: Panther 

FLAK: 1 - SP 20mm AA 

3 - Companies, each with: 

3 - Panthers 

Panzer Grenadier Battalion, with: 

Battalion Headquarters, with: 

HQ: Rifle stand 

3 - Companies, each with: 

3 - Rifle stands 

1 - Heavy Weapons Company, with: 

1 - 120mm mortar 

1 - SP 20mm AA  

Panzer Brigade 112(2), with: 

Regimental HQ, with: 

HQ: 1 - Kubelwagon/truck 

FLAK: 1 - Mobelwagon 

1 - SP Gun Company, with: 

1 - Stug III 

1 - Recon Company, with: 

1 - Sdkfz 222 

1 - Motorcycle (SMG) 

Panzer Battalion, with: 

Battalion Headquarters with: 

HQ: 1- Pzkfw IVH 

FLAK: 1- SP 20mm AA 

3 - Companies, each with: 

3 - Pzkfw IVHs 

Panzer Grenadier Battalion, with: 

Battalion Headquarters, with: 

HQ: Rifle stand 

3 - Companies, each with: 

3 - Rifle stands 

1 Heavy Weapons Company, with: 

1 - 120mm mortar 

1 - SP 20mm AA  

 

Panzer Brigade 112(1) is deployed in and around Dompaire, which sits within a valley. Portions of the brigade 

are deployed before French command arrows are drawn. For the purposes of this game Panzer Brigade 112(2) 

will arrive in only limited strength. It’s arrival was historically poorly planned and was easily beaten off by 

token French forces. 

Deployment Panzer Brigade 112(1): 

The Panther battalion and associated Panzer Grenadiers of Panzer Brigade 112(1) are deployed between 

Lavieville, Dompaire, Lamerey and Damas. German stands are placed in, and around, the above towns as 

required by the German player except: 

 No stands may be deployed further than 2“ south, west, or south west of the towns and the roads 

connecting them towards the French lines. This simulates the deployment in the valley. 

 One stand of Panthers must be positioned in Damas and is considered dropped-off; as such it can be out 

of command range. No other stands may be placed in or around Damas out of command. If the out of 

command stand moves it must move to re-join the battalion command range by its most direct route. It 

can reverse and it may combat move. It can only move once stands of the battalion have spotted 

enemy. 

One company of Panthers are off table at Madonne and can re-join the main body of Panzer Brigade 112. The 

unit can only enter after French ground forces have been spotted. A roll of 4-6 on a D6 will see the company 
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enter at point “A”. The required score is reduced by one each turn it is rolled. The company must move at full 

speed until it enters command radius of its battalion at which point it takes up a defensive position or reacts to 

spotted enemy. 

All other stands must deploy within command radius. 

The German player may form an adhoc battalion from assets of Panzer Brigade 112(1). If used, the unit is 

formed around the Regimental HQ and the self-propelled gun company. In addition, up to two additional stands 

may be allocated to it for a total of six stands. The adhoc battalion may be given reserve orders. The command 

stand is deployed either within Dompaire or within 6” of Dompaire. The reserve formation fighting stands must 

be behind Dompaire. Note that the formation of an adhoc battalion will likely force at least one other German 

battalion to only have a 6” command range. 

The units around Dompaire were poorly deployed. To represent this, the German player positions his battalion 

HQ stands and four fighting stands from each of his main fighting battalions prior to the French player drawing 

his command arrows. Once the French player has drawn his command arrows, and any artillery prepared fire 

missions, all additional German stands are placed on the table. The French player then selects two German 

vehicle stands and two non-vehicle stands and attempts to reposition them. If he rolls a 3-6 on a D6 the attempt 

is successful, with each stand being rolled separately. The French player can position the stand 6” from its 

original location, including having them out of command range. The German player may select the stands 

rotation. The German player then selects which infantry stands are entrenched. 

Up to four stands of infantry may begin the game in light entrenchments. For the purposes of this scenario all 

German infantry are dismounted and have no halftracks or trucks. 

The adhoc battalion, if formed, may be held given reserve orders. One main German battalion may be given a 

timed attack order for movement no earlier than turn three. Alternately it can be given defend orders. The other 

German battalion starts with a defend order. 

Deployment Panzer Brigade 112(2): 

Panzer Brigade 112(2) represents the second column of Panzer Brigade 112 and is considered to be flank 

marching. That is their arrival is not guaranteed to occur on a certain turn. At the end of turn eight the German 

player can decided to request the support of Panzer Brigade 112(2) or not. If he does the victory conditions are 

altered. This represents the commander of Panzer Brigade 112 determining the need, or not, to rescue Panzer 

Brigade 112(1) from Dompaire. 

If he selects to commit Panzer Brigade 112(2) orders are drawn for both battalions at the end of turn eight. The 

Panzer battalion of Panzer Brigade 112(2) cannot arrive before turn ten and then only if a 6 is rolled. The score 

required reduces a by a further one each subsequent turn. That is 5 or 6 on turn 11; 4, 5 or 6 on turn 12 etc. The 

infantry battalion cannot arrive until after the Panzer battalion. On the turn following the arrival of the Panzer 

battalion roll for the arrival of the infantry battalion. The score required is a 6, reducing each subsequent turn by 

one. Historically the infantry were delayed. 

Reserve or timed orders are not allowed for these formations. Entry is only possible in the area marked on the 

map and command arrows for both battalions must pass through the village of Vielle-sur-Illon. 

Panzer Brigade 112(2) is deploying from column of march and its battalion were not able to deploy effectively 

and bring their full force into the engagement. To simulate this up to three stands per battalion, excluding the 

battalion HQ, may arrive, each turn at the entry point. Any stands arriving that are out of command and must re-

join the battalion moving full speed until they enter the battalions command range. 

For the purposes of this scenario all German infantry in Panzer Brigade 112(2) are dismounted and have no 

halftracks or trucks. 
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Cross Attachment: 

Panzer Brigade, 112(1) may cross attach. Panzer Brigade 112(2) may not cross attach. 

Anti-Tank Companies: 

Anti-tank gun companies, either towed or self-propelled, if attached to the panzer battalions, are not considered 

support stands for firing purposes. They can therefore not fire through fighting stands of the battalion. This 

simulates the poor training of some support weapons crews. 

Artillery: 

The German off table artillery consisted of two 150mm guns and three 105mm guns which are represented by a 

single stand 105mm stand of artillery in this scenario. It is off-table but attached to the infantry battalion of 

Panzer Brigade 112(1) and is treated as in general support. Fire can however be called in by any one fighting 

stand. A roll of 4-6 is required for the request. Once called in the stand must continue to spot for the entire 

game, unless eliminated in which case a new stand may request. There is sufficient ammunition for 5 fire 

missions. This models the effect of the battery having to move to avoid counter battery fire as well as limited 

ammunition. Note, that this off-table artillery stand does not increase the size of the battalion for morale break 

purposes. 

Initiative: 

Germans do not receive the +2 initiative modifier in this scenario. 

Order Change: 

The German counter attacks were disorganised and generally limited. To represent this German order changes 

are successful only when a 4, 5 or 6 is rolled. Further, order changes cannot be made under fire. 

Morale: 

All battalions of Panzer Brigade 112(1) are considered “regular” for morale purposes. All battalions of Panzer 

Brigade 112(2) are considered “green”. However, all stands of the entire Panzer Brigade 112, are considered 

“green” for suppression recovery.  

These ratings attempt to model the green nature of the German forces as well as the trapped and prolonged 

defence of Panzer Brigade 112(1) around Dompaire throughout the day. 

Game Length and Victory: 

The battle of Dompaire starts around 8am and continues until the end of the 6pm turn, giving a total of 20 game 

turns. However, the achievement of victory conditions prior to this can reduce the length of the game. 

Panzer Brigade 112(1) is isolated and separated from Panzer Brigade 112(2). It risks defeat in detail. 

The German commander can claim a victory if either of the following occurs during the game: 

 If support from Panzer Brigade 112(2) is not requested the German player can claim victory if he 

causes morale checks on any two French battalions and exits the Panzer or Panzer grenadier battalion 

off the table within the entry area of Panzer Brigade 112(2). This simulates the effective break out of 

part of Panzer Brigade 112(1). 

 If support from Panzer Brigade 112(2) is requested the German player can claim victory if he causes 

morale checks on any two French battalions and the capture Vielle-sur-Illon. This represents heavy 

casualties inflicted on the French forces while allowing a link up of the Panzer Brigades for future 

action. 
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If the German player can claim victory the game automatically finishes, even if 20 game turns have not been 

played. 

If the German player cannot claim a victory one of two things will have occurred. These are: 

 The French have achieved their victory conditions at some point in the game and can claim an 

immediate victory or, 

 The game has reached the end of turn 20 and neither side has claimed an automatic victory. In this case 

the game is considered a draw. 

 


